GET ORDER—CONFORM TO HEAVEN!
Debra Jack, Apostle/Prophet, New Beginnings Christian Fellowship

This is a word that came forth during Praise and Worship on Sunday morning, October 25, 2020.

The LORD said, “I have come to make all things NEW again—and to bring/release My Kingdom that Heaven may be
experienced on Earth. Few realize this as fact.
“That means you [My Church—Ekklesia—governmental agency] must
CHANGE because I came to change everything! I came to change your
mind that it may align with My mind. If you [My Church] do not change
how you think, you cannot and will not experience Heaven.
“I came to change Earth that it may align with Heaven—that Heaven may
be present on Earth. That only happens through My Ekklesia.
“Heaven is not what you think. I have an order in Heaven. Heaven has an
order that you must conform to—you MUST conform to Heaven—Heaven does not conform to you, your opinions, your
beliefs!
“In order for change to happen in your life, you must be transformed NOW. Wait no longer. You must be completely
changed through metamorphosis. Your soul needs to align with your born-again spirit. Do you really want Heaven to
come? Truly? Then PLAN to change and reorder yourself.”

Commentary by Debra: Monday, October 26, 2020
“Your Kingdom come Your will be done, On Earth as it is in Heaven” (Matthew 6:10).
After going over this word on Sunday and meditating on it, I felt the LORD say further this morning:
“Order is going to cause you [My Church] pressure because in order, you’re going to have to allow Me to fix and align
that which is out of order in your life. This alignment or fixing will cause pressure! It will be uncomfortable! You will
want to refuse and reject it. It may even hurt! You’re going to have to trust Me and My Word!” (Psalm 138:2)
The LORD was reiterating that: Reordering involves a correction of what is not operating correctly. Order always has to
do with TRUTH. This is why we have been given the Spirit of Truth! That we recognize truth—that we discern truth
because truth always brings a reordering and correction. This isn’t just any truth—it is God’s Truth. It’s not your truth,
my truth, or the truth you think you get from the world—it’s God’s Truth! And God’s truth trumps all other so-called
truth! All the first disciples/apostles prove this to be true in their own life. They all had their own troubles in this area;
but they came to an acknowledgement of the truth (of which God desires for us all—1 Tim. 2:4) through the resurrection
of Jesus Christ.
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Without God’s Truth in our life, we can face certain danger. We need truth to understand truth! The problem is, we are
in a time of great disorder! And, that great disorder involves deception. Jesus used the term, mislead—deceived, several
times in Matthew 24 and Luke 21 when He was describing our days. He was warning us of great deception. As well, 2
Thessalonians 2 describes a great deception and with it the apostasy (see verses 1-11). If we ever needed a correction of
our order in our lives, it is now.
Order through Truth must happen in the Church and this order will actually bring great awakening and revival. Mario
Murillo once said, “Before there is a Great Awakening, there has to be a ‘rude awakening.’”
When revival comes it is going to confirm and solidify GOD’S TRUTH, so much so, that it manifests with ORDER,
BOLDNESS AND FIRE. And at the very same time, it is also going to manifest great persecution coming from both inside
the Church and outside the Church. Jesus’ ministry proves this! He walked in power, signs, wonders and miracles and it
ticked off the religious leaders and scared all those who were aligned with the world. And, as with the first Church,
there was great persecution in the midst of them walking in order, boldness and fire with signs, wonders, and miracles.
What do you think revival is going to produce for God’s true Church in this Hour?
If you do not let the rude awakening get your life reordered right, according to God’s truth right now, you’re either
going to side with religious leaders, become your own god, or become scared and find yourself cowering to or siding
with the world and far from faith and trust in God. It is imperative that you submit right now to the Truth of the Holy
Spirit.
And if you are in a Word Church, then “Obey your spiritual leaders and recognize their authority, for they KEEP WATCH
OVER YOUR SOUL without resting since they will have to give an account to God for their work. So it will benefit you
when you make their work a pleasure and not a heavy burden” (Heb. 13:17 TPT).
Godly spiritual leaders are in place to help you and serve you in and through discipleship and the truth. Submit to and
obey them for they will be a source of protection under Christ in this Hour.
It is time to get reordered and conformed with Heaven!
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